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2-3TH Waste cradboards baling press NKW80BD

Specialized in recycling and compressing the loose materials like plastic film, PET

bottles/Pet bottle balers, plastic pallets/plastic balers, waste paper/waste paper

balers , cartons, cardboards trims/scraps, etc.

● Nick Baler Heavy duty close-gate design for more tighter bales

● Hydraulic locked gate ensures more convenient operation

● Hydraulic balers can feed material by conveyor or air-blower or manual.

● PLC control system, It Can automatically inspection feed,it can press to front end

each time and available for manual bunch one-time automatic push bale out and so on process.

Model NKW80BD
Hydraulic power 80Ton
Cylinder size Ø200
Bale size（W*H*L） 1000*800*1700mm
Feed opening size（L*W） 1200*1000mm
Bale density 350-450Kg/m3
Capability 2-3T/hour
Bale line 5 Line /Manual strapping
Power 22KW/30HP
Out-bale way Disposable bag out
Bale-wire 10#*4 PCS
Cooling system Cooling Fan
Feeding Device cyclone / conveyor
Machine weight 12500KG
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Advantages of semi-automatic baler supply:

1. Upgrade the rail steel outlet: the steel material of the outlet has been upgraded from

channel steel to rail bar, which is stronger. Ensure that the compression path of the trolley

will not deviate.

2. Install large-diameter butterfly valve: each horizontal machine is equipped with a

large-diameter butterfly valve. The oil inlet pipeline is thick and the oil inlet is

unobstructed. There will be no insufficient oil supply during the compression work.

3. Brand high pressure plunger pump: efficient, low noise and high quality. The flow-through

part is made of cast iron, and the pump body is non-corrosive. Anti-wear hydraulic oil

medium.

4. Double control distribution box: The electric box is made of China People's Electrical

Appliances, which is simple and convenient to operate, and can also be controlled remotely.

You can choose the control mode according to your own habits.

Nick Machinery provides: horizontal hydraulic baler, vertical hydraulic baler, waste paper

baler and other baling machine equipment, the company website:https://www.nkbaler.net,

telephone: 86-29-86031588, looking forward to long-term cooperation with you!
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